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Ithaca, NY—Mohawk Airlines believes it will be able to reduce the annual operating costs
of its three Convair 240s by at least $44,000. If the forecast is made good, the local service
carrier plans to switch from DC-3s to an all-240 operation (AW Aug. 15, p. 123).
Mohawk is the first small airline to buy 240s and the second to make tentative plans for
replacing its entire DC-3 fleet. Pioneer Air Lines tried to shift to Martin 2-0-2s in 1953 but
was forced to sell the larger transports and return to DC-3s when the Civil Aeronautics
Board refused to underwrite the program with increased subsidy.
Southwest Airways won CAB support last year for an operation that put three 2-0-2s on
high-density West Coast routes and nine DC-3s on normal local service flights. Allegheny
Airlines started a similar combination in the Middle Atlantic states this summer with four
2-0-2s and 14 DC-3s. Present plans for both SWA and Allegheny do not go beyond a mixed
fleet.
Procedural Change
Mohawk expects to save its money through operational changes made when the airline
inaugurated service with its 240s last month. These include:
• Quick letdowns and climbs. With the 240s’ pressurized passenger cabin, the local
service carrier can descend from 7,000 feet to Newark Airport at a rate of 1,000 fpm.
This cuts approximately 18 minutes off the DC-3’s letdown of 350 fpm.

• Mohawk President Robert E. Peach says fast letdowns and climbs at Newark will save at
least $18,000 in operational expenses during the Convair’s first 12 months of service.
His prediction allows for instrument conditions (1ER) during 40% of all 240 flights.

• Single-engine stop. The airline now shuts down only the right engine during enroute
stops, reducing time at passenger loading gates to a maximum of three minutes. With
one powerplant turning over, Mohawk also is able to eliminate auxiliary ground power
units. The flight crews arc reducing delays at the end of runways and getting into the air
faster by checking magnetos while plane is taxiing.

• Carry-on loading. The local service line has eliminated mechanized loading equipment
at the three-minute stops, finding it faster to roll luggage to the transport and handle
manually.

Mohawk plans to get more passenger revenue out of its Convairs by increasing the
transport’s capacity from 40 to 44 seats. This compares with 28 seats in the DC-3.

Increased Advantage
“We’re convinced there is a way to increase the 240’s seating capacity without going to a
high density (3-2) arrangement,” says Peach. “But we want some more operating experience
before we try anything.”
One possible way to make this change, according to Mohawk studies, would be to eliminate
the airliner’s buffet in the rear of the fuselage and relocate lavatories to the forward section.
The space would provide just enough room for four additional passengers.
The local service airline’s biggest problems with the Convair-Liner are maintenance and the
transport’s landing load limitation.
During July, the first month of 240 operation, Mohawk completed only 88% of its Convair
flights, compared with 99% for the DC-3s. Peach says the mechanical failures were due
primarily to maintenance crews’ lack of experience with the new equipment.
Because of breakdowns, the carrier's operating expenses will increase during July and
August but are expected to decrease in September after maintenance personnel complete
their shakedown period with the 240s.
Peach says the Convair’s load limitation is very serious, although he believes his new aircraft
is the best of the postwar short-haul transports.
“The similar limitation of the Martin 2-0-2 is so restrictive that, in our opinion, the 2-0-2
could not be operated economically over Mohawk’s route system,” he says.
“Our Convairs have a gross takeoff weight limit of 40,500 lb. Their maximum allowable
landing weight, however, is only 38,600 lb. Mohawk’s heaviest traffic loads are the 180and
130mile segments out of New York to Utica and Binghamton and an 80-mile segment
between Utica and Albany on the Buffalo-to-Boston route. The average Convair burnoff of
approximately 200 gallons per hour means that a 24Ö taking off at full gross must fly for an
hour and 30 minutes before it can land.
“The plain fact is that Mohawk, by its certificate, is not permitted any such stage length.
“It appears that Mohawk is not onlv unable to use the full load carrying capacity of its
Convair on its routes but, if it were to take advantage of expansion possibilities built into the
airplane by the factory, it still would not lick the primary problem of being able to use the
complete weight carrying capabilities of the modern postwar aircraft.
“In other words, the tendency of the aircraft manufacturer has been to convert the so-called
short-haul transport into an intermediate-haul airliner instead of to make the short-haul
transport carry more people between shorter haul markets.”
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